
Phase 3 

Week 4

Letters and sounds



Lesson 1



Play Sound



What order should the letters be in?

ll

y

e
lly e

Reveal 
Answer



y



Read the words. Can you match them 
to their picture?

yellow yawn yoghurt          



Can you read the words?

yucky                  yelling                      

yummy



Read each sentence.

The food is yucky.

She is yelling.

A yummy sweet.



Dictate the sentence for 
children to write.

The yak is brown.



yash

fey

yuth

yozz



How fast can you 
read the tricky 
words?



Look at each tricky 
word.

Cover.

pop.



Lesson 2



Play Sound



What order should the letters be in?

i

p

z
pz i

Reveal 
Answer



z



Read the words. Can you match them 
to their picture?

zap lizard zebra           



Can you read the words?

zoom                  zac

zero



Read each sentence.

I zoom in the car.

His dad is Zac.

She has zero pens.



Dictate the sentence for 
children to write.

The zoo is big.



zish

rez

zur

roff



How fast can you 
read the tricky 
words?



Look at each tricky 
word.

Cover.

pop.



Lesson 3



Play Sound



What order should the letters be in?

zz

a

j
zzj a

Reveal 
Answer



zz



Read the words. Can you match them 
to their picture?

puzzle fizzle dizzy          



Can you read the words?

frizz                  jazz                      

buzzing



Read each sentence.

She has frizz.

The jazz band.

A buzzing light.



Dictate the sentence for 
children to write.

The bee can buzz.



bazz

juzz

rezz

tozz



How fast can you 
read the tricky 
words?



Look at each tricky 
word.

Cover.

pop.



Lesson 4



Play Sound



What order should the letters be in?

ee

qu

n
nqu ee

Reveal 
Answer



qu



Read the words. Can you match them 
to their picture?

quiz equal qual

=



Can you read the words?

quick                 

quilt



Read each sentence.

She won the quiz.

He ran quick.

Three plus three equals six.



Dictate the sentence for 
children to write.

The soft quilt.



quazz

quaj

qur

quish



How fast can you 
read the tricky 
words?



Look at each tricky 
word.

Cover.

pop.



Lesson 5-

Recap



Which grapheme can you hear in each picture?
Can you sort the pictures and match them to the correct phoneme.

y z zz qu



Can you write these words?



Read the words:

quack
_ . _

sizzle
.. _ ..

yolk
. . . .



Follow up activities:

Read the clues and see if you can guess the objects. What sound does it 
have? Write each word:

1) When you are tired you do this.

2) This number comes before 1 and means nothing.

3) A bee makes this noise.

4) Another word for fast.
Challenge: Can you write each word in a sentence?

Please take a photo of your work and send it to your teacher.

mailto:recblue@cranbrookprimary.redbridge.sch.uk

